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Welcome to the final 
e-magazine for 2013. 

It has been an action packed year for 
hunters, coming off a good season (in 
some parts), new gadgets, social media, 
videos, politics, rallies and turbulent times 
for NSW licensed hunters.

Looking around the web i have noticed a 
lot more shooting and gun store websites 
and social media groups for a range 
of specific topics. It’s great to see the 
activity and the camaradarie by Australian 
hunters and proves that we are not going 
anywhere in a hurry.

As an industry, retailers show good tenacy 
to compete with overseas outlets though 
prove home grown customer service is 
always a winner. I urge all members to 
support local business where they can.

Looking forward to next year and what 
AusHunt can do to support our community.

Stay Safe, Happy Hunting and 
Merry Christmas.

Aushunter
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Producing my latest Wildlife Man film 
“Bush Beasts” has proved an amazing 
experience! 

We wanted to showcase the damage 
feral animals do to the Australian 
environment and also our native 
animals, so I interviewed scientists 
involved with researching numerous 
ways of controlling ferals with baiting 
and trapping and learned all about 
these methods, we also wanted to 
showcase all the other methods of 
control, including rifle shooting, bow 
hunting and dogging. 

Our main aim was to include feral 
goats, foxes and wild boar in my film. 
Because I have been hunting with bow/
knife and gun for many years, I had 
the experience to show these methods 
of culling, so after some weeks of 
practicing with my bow and rifle, I took 
my film crew to numerous locations 
around NSW hunting boar, foxes and 
goats. 

As always the dogging proved to be 
successful in flushing boar out of thick 
scrub, however my job was to jump 
on the boar after the dogs took hold, 
I would roll the boar over and pin the 
angry beast down with my knee behind 
its lethal head and talk to camera 
about the problems of feral pigs in the 
outback. Once I had done my piece to 
camera I would stick the pig and we 
would move on to another location and 
repeat the process. Years ago while 
dogging, a boar smashed my ribs, as 
they say once bitten! well each time I 
had to rush in and take control of the 
boar from the pig dogs, I always knew 
just how dangerous the task was!  

We also achieved numerous nights 
shooting boar and foxes, I used 
a MHR 17 for foxes and a 
Tikka 243 for the boar, mostly 
we hunted boar in grain paddocks at 
night and were amazed how many 
we encountered, foxes seem to be in 

AusHunting Stories

Bush Beasts
Good tusky boar



massive numbers nowadays, probably 
because there is no bounty on them 
and their skins are also worthless 
thanks to stupid greenies..that would 
rather have foxes kill all our wildlife than 
see a lady with a fox skin coat.!!

We interviewed people that had 
contracted diseases from feral pigs, like 
Lepto and Q fever and also saw the 
damage that feral goats do in stripping 
the mountains of ancient grass trees. 
We hunted goats with bow and rifle, but 
found these animals were not always 
easy to stalk. I found camo clothing 
to work best in most environments.  
While culling feral goats near Sofala 
NSW I managed to shoot a goat with a 
massive 52 inch horn spread, my best 
yet!  

We also travelled to Cape York to 
bow hunt Merluna station, a bow only 
hunting cattle station. Clint the local 
guide proved a fantastic tracker, each 
day getting me onto huge boar.
Because I had done so much practice 
with 3D targets, my aim proved true 
with numerous heart shots on some of 
my biggest boar kills to date. 

My film “Bush Beasts” will be full of 
action, but also facts, I believe the 
film will educate Australians just what 
a menace feral animals are and also 
why hunting can greatly help with feral 
animal control. My film also highlights 

the need for extensive practice 
with bow and rifle before a hunting 
expedition and that hunters must never 
take the shot if it in anyway endangers 
other people, livestock or there is any 
risk the shot is not a quick and humane 
kill. 

Bush Beasts will be screened on Nine 
and Win TV mid 2014

David Ireland 
Watch me on YouTube.

AusHunting Stories

Trophy goat

Huge boar

For more information contact:

Chris Rhodes
Phone: 0427 596 506
Email: chris_rhodes@bigpond.com
WEB: rockjawtours.com.au

Rockjaw Tours is now taking bookings for the 2014 Cape Barren Goose season

Flinders Island
Hunting and Fishing Tours

http://www.davidireland.com
www.youtube.com/thewildlifeman
http://www.rockjawtours.com.au
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I was forced up to Bendigo (VIC) last 
friday morning for some work. Thank christ 
as I have been working my butt off in town 
with a new contract and dying to get out 
of the big smoke. And with the continuing 
cool weather I have also been keen to get 
out for a bit more deer hunting.

I had thought about the potential for a 
hunt over Mansfield way after my work 
was done but thought I’d see what the 
Mrs thought first. With a new bub as well I 
didn’t like my chances.

Turns out i was wrong. She asked if i’d be 
hunting after my job! I replied “YES”. So 
along with some basic work gear I threw in 
the basic hunting kit.

Got over to my spot at about 1430, and 
after a cuppa with the property owner I 
headed ‘out the back’. 

The last time I hunted here I glassed 
over 7 or 8 fallow for about 3-4 minutes. 
I had my new remmy xcr11 in .338wm 
ready to go, but the deer were on another 
property so there was no way i was going 
anywhere near the rifle that day. I since 
gained access to that property as well.

The day I hunted, the wind was pushing 
pretty hard from the south west. As i 
donned some basic gear i started out on 
top of a ridge with good vantage over 
some low lying scrub etc. As I stalked and 
glassed to the spot I’d seen the deer last 
time, I remember thinking ‘If i was a deer 
in this wind I’d bee seeking shelter on the 
leeward side of the thickest vegetation 
around.’

I set my steiners on the darkest, thickest 
patch of pine plantation that was about 

Henno’s First Deer

4/500 meters down hill. I worked the binos 
from one side to the other, and on about 
the third pass a head with very big ears 
popped up. 

I kept still and suddenly realised 
there were many more than just 
one deer. 

I counted 22 deer. I couldn’t see any 
bucks, just does and juveniles. That suited 
me just fine as I’m simply after meat.

I closed the distance to about 120mts 
and found my target in the cross hairs. 
In hindsight (no pun intended) I would 
have been better with the .308, but 
dead is dead right?? I let the 225grain 
pill go. It entered the doe through the 
spine between the shoulders, and she 
went down instantly. I managed to scone 
my nose with the scope in the process. 
The kill was emphatic, the impact of the 
round simply smashed the backbone and 
surrounding tissue, and exited through the 
chest.

The animal was harvested and pillow slipt. 
All done within 1 1/2 hours. We ate very 
well saturday night. The wife loved it.

I am over the moon. 
Tim Hennessy, VIC.

First deer
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Hunting with the BMC’s

The weekend before last I loaded up the 
ute and headed off for a weekend hunt 
with my wife, two boys (5 and 3) and a 
mate Benny. We had our trailer full of 
camping gear and two blackmouth curs 
Rose and Holly.  

We arrived and went to setting up the 
camp. It was still a bit too hot so we 
wandered up the creek with buckets to 
get some water. Coming back and we are 
wondering where those damn yellow dogs 
are.....squeeelll....bloody suckers.....we jog 
off and then realise we don’t have a rifle or 
knife so Benny goes back to the ute.

The dogs catch one, go again and then 
repeat the process. So 40 minutes and 
over a km from camp and we have 
another two pigs...one down a wombat 
hole and the other in a patch of vines.  

We head up a quick gully near to camp in 
the late afternoon and there’s a mob on 
the creek. Holly and Rose lug one each 
and its time to get back to the camp and 
cook some dinner for the kids and us.   

We have a quiet morning, catching one 
pig and leaving some others on the top 
of the hill, hoping that they’ll come lower 
down during the day. 

By late afternoon we are headed uphill 
to a new paddock. We get one and see a 
few others further out, who turn out to be 
way up the hill by the time we get closer. 

Continuing on, I blow the sidewall out of a 
tyre on a rock and have the cranks good 
and proper.  Natalie takes the kids and 
dogs out of the angry husband and wobbly 
jack zone while Benny and I change the 
tyre on the side of a hill. 

I look up after we are finished and 
say “Nat where are the dogs?” 

“Well they were here a minute ago”.  We 
hear them barking downhill. I grab the rifle 
and jog down. I can see and hear by their 
bailing that its a good boar. I’m not in the 
mood for fooling around so the boar gets 
a 357 magnum bullet in the ear at the first 
opportunity. 

Rose has that look and is gone again.  
She gets a 30kg black and white boar 
further down the same gully. I kill it and 
she’s gone again. Benny jogs across and 
kills Rose’s third pig from the mob which 
was the last pig of the trip.  

Natalie meets us down the bottom and its 
time for dinner, a couple of beers and bed 
for these old hunters!

Troy Crittle, NSW.

Troy,  Holly and  Rose

http://www.bradleysmoker.com.au


I have been chasing game for as long as 
I remember. Humbly starting many moons 
ago plugging rabbits by sitting over their 
burrows using a good old .22, to now the 
patient art of stalking deer and other large 
game. 

It is this passion for hunting deer in 
particular that helped me to identify a 
notable gap in the supply of camouflage 
products within Australia. For sure we can 
all purchase products from overseas but 
this poses two significant problems. 

1.) The cost of shipping particularly for 
larger items like camouflage ground 
blinds. 

2.) What do you do if the product fails, 
where is your point of purchase or product 
guarantees?

Man vs Wild Australia (established in 
2005) is a specialist in the supply of 
camouflage products to both retailers and 
to consumers directly through our website. 
Over the years we have used various 
kinds of camouflage gear and pride 
ourselves on our tried and tested range of 
products. I can confirm that every product 
we sell is actively used out in the field by 
the team at Man vs Wild including myself. 
I can also confirm that the ghillie suit is a 
fantastic party costume!

On another note, one question we 
eventually get asked from most customers 
is, “what’s with the business name?” 
Answer is, we have no affiliation with the 
TV show (although I was a big fan) and 
in fact our name was registered a year 
before the first Man vs. Wild show aired 
back in March of 2006. Great minds think 
alike!

Business Review

Introducing Man vs Wild...again...
Going forward, we 
plan on continuing to 
develop new products, 
like our innovative 
removable roof blind which is more 
versatile for hunting and animal observers 
alike. Our range will continue to grow, but 
only with products which we can endorse 
as field tested by us. Find Man vs Wild 
Australia on Facebook and keep up to 
date with news, tips and latest products.  

Best wishes for the festive season and 
good hunting. 

Jayson Jones, Director Man vs Wild.

http://www.manvswild.com.au
http://www.manvswild.com.au


FLIR Systems Pty Ltd.  10 Business Park Drive, Notting Hill, Victoria 3168, Australia  
Tel AU: 1300 729 987  NZ: 0800 785 492  Email: info@fl ir.com.au  www.fl ir.com

Disclaimer: Images for illustrative purposes only. Specifi cations subject to change without notice.

ISO No. FLIR20863

NEW! 
Scout PS-Series
Change the way you 
see the great outdoors!
If you love the great outdoors, you will love the new FLIR Scout PS – the little thermal 
handheld camera that lets you see in total darkness.

The power of the Scout PS - Series gives you the freedom to explore nature in vivid 
thermal detail – 24/7. In total darkness Scout can spot a man-size object up to 
315m away – try doing that with night vision goggles!

Weighing just 340g, the FLIR Scout PS is compact, robust and  simple to use. 

FLIR Scout will join the SatPhone, EPERB and GPS as the ‘must-have’ safety devices 
for people involved in outdoor pursuits such as hunters, outdoor educationalists, 
tour operators, 4WD touring, park rangers, bushwalkers, bird watchers, police, 
emergency service workers, military, mining, security operators and farmers.

FLIR Scout. The true bush master.

What you see           What FLIR sees

Day

What you see           What FLIR sees

Night

http://www.flir.com/cs/apac/en/view/?id=42106


Product News

The Hunting DVD

Oz-Terrain Jacket
The Lamellar oZ terrain Jacket is a versatile 
performance hunting jacket, ideal for diverse 
terrain and conditions often subjected to 
Australian hunters. It features two weather 
resistant zippered hand-warmer pockets and 
a CF zip chin protector flap. With a stitch-less 
top shoulder design you can be certain that 
this jacket will keep you dry: water will not 
penetrate through the most vulnerable area 
to rain.

Furthermore, the oZ terrain jacket is engineered from ProACT Micro Shell fabric 
technology so you remain both deadly and silent while hunting in the Australian outdoors.

Pursuit Jacket
The Lamellar Pursuit jacket will never 
compromise your comfort and protection, 
even in extreme weather conditions, and is 
engineered to enhance your overall hunting 
performance.

This hooded jacket is a highly functional 
jacket designed for hardcore hunters. It 
features massive cargo pockets to carry 
shells and bullets and a variety of added 
comfort benefits. This includes a detachable 
hood, ventilation zippers, a raised neck and 
tail weather protection.

For more information visit Lamellar.

From the same team that brought you The 
Pighunting DVD Australia and Life’s a boar the 
collector series comes The Hunting DVD.

Available from the magazine section of newsagents 
Australia wide, The Hunting DVD features over 
90mins of hunting action, information and tips for 
only $14.95. Grab yours before they’re gone!!

Watch the preview or visit the website.

http://www.lamellar.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxzNr4ZMZ_4
www.thehuntingdvd.com
http://www.lamellar.com.au


High Country Model  
Started by whelanlad, Nov 11 2013

Howdy, went up into the High Country on 
the Cup day for a stalk Tuesday morning 
with 2 very keen hunters.

We arrived at daybreak and quickly got 
setup before one mate said “Cheerio see 
ya’s later” and off he went....  left the other 
two of us scratching our head for a few 
moments while we made a plan of attack.

After a few hours glassing big faces an 
stalking along the steep faces we ran into 
a preach area and noted several preach 
trees, as we checked them out and slowly 
continued on our way we were stopped 
rather hurriedly by a copper head snake 
laying 5m off the preach..... Well that 
kind of holted proceedings, and after 
a photoshoot with the snake, the mate 
decided this was as good as any spot to 
set up a TC..

As he was finding a suitable tree and the 
right angle, I heard something shuffling 
around above us about 60m in front... I 

THE FORUM
Best Of...

tried to get old mates attention but the 
ground was rather noisey underfoot and 
he was snapping sticks to find a place for 
the camera, I raised my voice a little bit 
and soon got his attention.

We couldn’t see this critter but it was 
in no hurry and was kind of loafing its 
way toward our position, through the 
wedgetails I was looking into the direction 
of the noise when all of a sudden a flash 
of brown between some alpine gums... it 
was a neck!

I let the mate know I had a visual 
but was unable to see what it was, 
then a step forward revealed the 
coronets brows and face.....

The blood starts pumping when theres 2 
BIG brows just through the timber so im 
telling my mate its a stag with big brows 
real big brows... I asked if he was gunna 
shoot it...  he’s response was something 
like “well my fricken rifles 5m infront of 
you”  and on that note I let him know that I 
was going to roll it..

http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25393-high-country-model/


THE FORUM
Best Of...

A few anxious moments passed and I 
thought this guy was going to scent us as 
it was getting on about 930 in the morning 
and the thermals had turned and started 
heading up...   A bolt was in ready position 
for what felt like 5 minutes and that was 
when he took another step out on his way 
an revealed a shoulder.... enough said.

I picked a gap between the alpines an 
let one rip from around 50m, the recoil 
bucked me and the noise was solid.... 
sounded a little too solid for me and I 
thought I may have smacked an Alpine.... 
the mate called “good hit hilldog good 
hit”  as I recycled the bolt and got back on 
target.

The stag copped the 150gr Corelokt in 
the shoulder, turned and took 5 steps and 

tipped over.. literally.  I kept him in the 
scope in case he was going to do a bolt 
but the backup shot was never needed 
and once he lay motion less, The hill lit 
up with Yahoos and Wahoos!

Bloody good morning spent in some 
bloody amazing country and my first 
Alpine HC stag to boot.

Happy days! 

                 /ManvsWildAU   
 www.manvswild.com.au 

 

Phone: 1300 955 888 

 Camouflage products 
  Gun accessories 
   Feral animal control 
    Hunter advice and training 

http://www.manvswild.com.au


THE FORUM
Magpie Geese today
Started by 268, Nov 9 2013

Got access to a mango block, so had a 
look on Friday night plenty of birds. So 
decided to do a morning hunt. Had a 
great day with bag limit taken between 
us. Bruss after a slow start and trying 
my patience eventualy retreived a bird 
so there is some hope for him yet. Has a 
soft mouth like a pitbull, which will require 
some work to stop him damaging birds.

Bruss was marking birds good, and 
retreived a heap more. Only gripped the 
live ones hard.

Birds came in in good numbers so we all 
had some good shooting. 

Best Of...

Join the discussion at www.aushunt.com.au/Forum

Sambar hunt ended with a 
fallow Started by Rono, Nov 10 2013 

Left home at 3.00 am this morning to meet 
a good mate at his place then off to spot 
x for a hunt after a welcome cup of coffee 
and a quick bullcrap session we were into 
the car and headed to the hunting spot. 

As we were driving into the area the day 
was breaking and a check on the weather 
and wind the night before had me thinking 
of hunting another area but to our surprise 
the wind was in the right direction to hunt 
the original spot we wanted to.

We started walking to spot x and looking 
the whole way and we knew there were 
deer in the area we just did not know were 
they would turn up and after about an hour 
into the hunt the mate whispered sambar 
so we ducked down but we think they 

heard us coming and we’re not hanging 
around for too long. 

We sat there for another 45 minutes just 
looking and we spotted them again, there 
were 4 hind all as fat and pregnant and a 
good size calf and another small calf. 

But as sambar do they always 
put themselves between a tree 
and you. 

We were never going to shoot the 
pregnant hind though a fat calf was on 
the menu but a shot did not present itself 
and eventually they disappeared into the 
dogwood. So we keep on pushing on 
and headed up to the top of the spur and 
started hunting our way back to the car. 

After walking and binoing our way back 
the mate said to me I need a crap and 

http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25381-magpie-geese-today/
www.aushunt.com.au/Forum
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25389-sambar-hunt-ended-with-a-fallow/


Took one for meat

When To Ambush Some Pigs 
‘tilling’ A Mate’s Paddocks

Took My Son To Pick A Rifle

TC Shots From A Wallow

Spit roast deer

Using the Lee Collet Die

said work your way down the face, about 
20 yards in I hear him say fallow and then 
I spotted a doe below me and I raised the 
338WM and let rip with a hydro and she 
dropped on the spot. 

There was another spikey with her which 
I did not see but the mate did. After a few 
photos we gutted her and I carried her out 
whole back to the car which was all down 
hill apart from crossing a creek which was 
a bit of a struggle.. Back to the mates for 
a few beers and split the deer in two, half 
each and then off home.

THE FORUM
Best Of...

Hunt ing  and Work ing  Dogs

AUSTRALIA
PUPS AVAILABLE EARLY 2014 PLEASE CONTACT BADEN ON (07)4984 4934 

http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25188-took-one-for-meat/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25157-when-to-ambush-some-pigs-tilling-a-mates-paddocks/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25157-when-to-ambush-some-pigs-tilling-a-mates-paddocks/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25186-took-my-son-to-pick-a-rifle/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25219-tc-shots-from-a-wallow/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25274-spit-roast-deer/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php/topic/25244-using-the-lee-collet-die/
http://www.blackmouthcursaustralia.com/


THE GALLERY
Best Of...

sinbadpaul

See more members pics at www.aushunt.com.au/photos

gaflosssamshootingman

Charlessinbadpaul

dutchhunthuntsmart
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Website news + developments...

Check the Forum or Facebook for Latest Competitions

FREE VIP AusHunt Stickers 
AusHunt is giving away 2 free stickers 
to ALL new and current Forum VIP 
members. 

Just send your postal address by Private 
Message (PM) to Aushunter in the Forum 
to receive your FREE stickers.

Forum Classifieds 
AusHunt has revamped the Classifieds 
in the Forum now offering members a 
more streamlined approach to adding 
and managing classified ads. All ads are 
displayed on the main page and there are 
also categories based on our Business 
Directory.

Regular members can post ads for free 
though they are limited to 30 days expiry.

VIP members can post ads for 60 days 
and Business members for 90 days both 
having the extra option to re-list until sold.

There is no per ad listing fee, so a 
yearly membership for VIP and Business 
members means they can post and re-list 
unlimited ads until sold!!

We are also encouraging all Business 
Members to post a general ad for their 
business and list it as a ‘service’ instead of 
a product for sale.

To get started register for the forum and 
then follow the classifieds link.

For any help with the Business Directory 
or Classifieds please email us. 

http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum
http://www.facebook.com/aushunt
http://www.aushunt.com.au/directory/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/directory/
http://www.aushunt.com.au/Forum/index.php?app=core&module=global&section=register
mailto:info%40aushunt.com.au%0D?subject=enquiry%20from%20emagazine
http://www.facebook.com/groups/aushunt
http://www.twitter.com/aushunt/


Australia’s Hunting Business + Products Directory
 
Search for Australian hunting safaris or retailers in your state, 
book your next hunt or buy Australian products and services.
Please support our directory suppliers

Bighorn Safaris
High Country Hunting Lodge
Herne Lodge
LJ Hunts Australia
Grunter Custom Plates
NQ Hunting Fishing Supplies
On the hunt ebook

Register and add a Free Business Listing today!
• Join Australia’s own dedicated Shooting and Hunting  Business Directory

• Add your Business contact details for free including email

• Email info@aushunt.com.au for any assistance or for upgrade enquiries

*International Safari operators are welcome to list.

Outdooors Warehouse
SportDOG
Rockjaw Tours
SamHuntVic
Victorian Deer Hunter Magazine
Zerust

MyGunYourGun Helihunt

Winchester Australia
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FLIR Systems

Horsley Park GS

www.aushunt.com.au/directory

http://www.aushunt.com.au/directory
http://www.aushunt.com.au/directory/listing.php?id=807
http://www.aushunt.com.au/directory/listing.php?id=756
http://www.aushunt.com.au/directory/listing.php?id=840
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